
The Pangenre RPG System™ allows you 
to place your role-playing campaigns in 
almost any setting you can imagine. Mix 
and match between modern, science-
fiction, and fantasy with ease! These 
rules will work seamlessly and flawlessly 
between different genres.
Look for these future releases for the Pangenre RPG System™

Pangenre, LLC

◊ Pangenre RPG Open Game Magic™

◊ Pangenre RPG Open Game Creatures™

◊ Expanded Pangenre RPG Magic™

...with more in development!

Look for these non-RPG titles from Pangenre, LLC

 ◊ Personality Conflict™

◊ The Second  World War™

◊ Pangenre Skirmish™

...with more in development!

A Galaxy of Possibilities!

The Pangenre design team also 
creates non-RPG titles.
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What is Pangenre?
The Pangenre RPG Core Rules™ are the centerpiece of the 

Pangenre RPG System™ (hereafter called Pangenre), a true multi-genre role-
playing game you can to use to build your own fictional campaigns. You 
can seamlessly drop characters from any game setting into any other. Its 
skill-based character system eliminates restrictive archetypes common in 
many other games.

Pangenre is built from Open Game Content as defined in the Open Game 
License (OGL). This makes it easier for experienced players to assimilate 
the sweeping changes we made to the character and combat systems. It 
plays quickly and easily without sacrificing realism, even when fighting 
large battles, while retaining the depth and detail of the Open Game rules.

Pangenre is modular, allowing for easy addition of new content. The focus 
of this core rule book is on modern scenarios, but we have included infor-
mation for archaic and futuristic skills and equipment to give you added 
freedom in developing your games (as well as to give you a sampler of what 
will be in our supplements).

What Sets Pangenre Apart?

Pangenre uses 2d10 instead of the typical 1d20.

Pangenre seamlessly integrates firearms into multi-genre role-playing. 
Guns will work, even in medieval fantasy settings.

Pangenre uses a wound system that realistically portrays damage. Your 
character is not just a 5-foot cube of “hit points.”

Pangenre’s rules are based on the Open Game System Reference Document 
(a.k.a. “SRD”) and Modern System Reference Document, with an original 
character system and new combat rules. The base SRD rules have been 
streamlined and simplified across the board.

We use narrative examples of in-game situations using playable, pregener-
ated characters who also appear in supplements. This allows you to see the 
game the way we envisioned it being played, told through the eyes of these 
characters. Alongside the narratives, we include in-game examples of how 
the nuts and bolts of the game work to make it easier to understand and 
learn. An extremely corny sample is shown in the accompanying sidebar.

Required Materials

To play Pangenre, you will need this book (a 3-ring binder and some index 
tabs will make organizing the book a snap), at least two ten-sided dice, pen-
cils, paper, imagination, and a desire to have fun.

Optional Materials

A flat surface with a 1-inch (or 25mm) square grid. Markers to help visualize 
combat. Hobby figurines are widely available. If you cannot use miniatures, 
you can improvise with printed markers. You can even use coins, buttons, 
or other common objects. Different kinds of dice (four, six, eight, twelve, 
twenty-sided and more are commonly available from speciality gaming 
outlets). Two-sided dice are also known as coins. For your convenience, a 
character sheet is provided at the end of the rule book. Both enterable-form 
PDF and MS-Word versions of the sheet shall be available for download.

New Rules
Miriwen gently brushed away the 
dust from the ancient tome. The 
fine particles hung in the air, diffus-
ing the bright light from the crystal 
Miriwen held in her left hand.

“I think it’s an early dialect of your 
human trade language.”

Tark was standing behind Miri-
wen, nervously examining the 
stone door. There was no indica-
tion of a way to open it from the 
inside. “Do you think we’ve walked 
into a trap?” Tark kicked the door.

Miriwen said, “I don’t know.”

Miriwen unfastened a latch on the 
tome’s cover. She slowly opened 
the book. 

“What does it say?”

“Something about serving man.”

Tark was surprised, “Huh?”

Miriwen smirked. It was all she 
could manage after her ordeals. 
She said, “Not really.”

(Miriwen examines the book. She 
is literate in the human common 
tongue, but the old dialect forces 
her to make a read known lan-
guage check. She rolls very high, 
easily passing her check.)

“I can read it, but there are some 
unfamiliar words in the text. What 
does ‘Pangenre’ mean?”

Tark shrugged, “I don’t know. May-
be some weird style of cookware?”

Miriwen’s finger ran along the text 
as she translated, “If I’m reading 
this correctly, it says here that once 
we read this book, we’ll never be 
able to go back.”

As Miriwen finished, another hid-
den door swung open on the other 
side of the room.

Tark shook his head in disgust. He 
placed one hand on the hilt of his 
rapier and the other on his holster. 
“If I ever meet the person who 
wrote this...”
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Mine’s Bigger Than Yours
The last civilian ran out the door, 
screaming in terror.

Mickey held his 9mm pistol at the 
ready. He looked Nocan in the 
eye, “Just like a stupid barbarian to 
bring a sword to a gunfight.”

Nocan growled back, “With 
Strength bonus of +5, me sword 
have effective lethality of 9. Me 
chop you puny person in two with 
one whack!”

Miriwen tried to calm down the 
detective and the barbarian. “If you 
two don’t shut up and start behav-
ing like adults, I’m going to fireball 
both of you at once, and that’s go-
ing to be at lethality 6. No armor 
bonus for either of you!”

Tark turned to Hector and said, 
“Two gold pieces on the Elf chick.”

Hector asked, “Will you take U.S. 
Electronic Dollars?”

Tark nodded, and the two men 
shook hands.

Suddenly, the entire room shook. 
The kitchen door burst open. Lt. 
Malcolm Cameron strode in, clad 
in a massive suit of powered ar-
mor. Over the suit’s loudspeaker, 
he boasted, “You know, I have here 
a 24 penetration and 8 lethality 
gauss heavy machinegun. But...”

The front half of Malcolm’s pow-
ered armor opened up like a clam-
shell, and Malcolm leapt out, hold-
ing a butter knife. “I can still take 
you all out in 1 round with this.”

“Merde!” shouted Cyrano. “What 
manner of sorcery is this?”

Miriwen was slightly annoyed at 
having been upstaged. “That’s not 
sorcery. THIS is sorcery!” A fire-
ball flew from Miriwen’s fingertip 
and exploded against the ceiling, 
setting the rafters on fire.

A.J. leaned over the bar and ad-
dressed the cowering barkeeper, 
“Can I get those hot wings to go?”

Using Pangenre
Now that you’ve purchased the Core Rules for Pangenre, you’ll 

be asking, “How can I make this system work with my new or existing 
game?” This section will help give you some practical ideas on how to make 
the shift.

Pangenre is Based on Open Game Content
Pangenre is based on Open Game Content, but as you will notice, we have 
heavily modified it. If you have any questions or issues with Pangenre that 
you cannot resolve, try falling back on other Open Game materials.

Pangenre is Modular
Each chapter in Pangenre is designed as a separate entity. If, in future, we 
need to issue an update to a chapter, you will be able to replace the existing 
chapter in your binder.

If we issue more detailed supplements for certain chapters (for example, a 
science-fiction equipment supplement), you will be able to simply replace 
or append the existing chapter. Also, if you do not plan on using a particular 
chapter in your game, you can just omit it from your rules binder entirely.

Scenario Material
The Pangenre Core Rules do not include adventure or campaign scenario 
material. The rules are campaign-neutral. You can develop any kind of ad-
venture or campaign you can imagine. We do plan on releasing such sup-
porting products in the future. See “Pangenre Tips (The Future of Pangenre)” 
later in the rule book for more details on our current, planned releases.

Genres

Pangenre’s strength is that it will allow you to create or mimic almost any 
conceivable story genre. Many other game companies publish scenario 
content that can be adapted to the Pangenre RPG. Here are some ideas to 
get you started on creating your own game.

Traditional Sword & Sorcery
Pangenre supports any traditional fantasy scenario. The Pangenre Magic 
system is skill based and can easily be adapted to any fantasy campaign. 
Simply pick magic skills from the appropriate groups to create iconic char-
acter types such as clerics and wizards. Mix and match magic skills to come 
up with your own creations. We have plans to publish an expanded Pan-
genre Magic chapter at a date to be determined. We are also planning on 
publishing a conversion of the Open Game magic rules at a later date. This 
supplement will have spells converted to the Pangenre rules if you prefer 
the traditional Open Game magic system.

The Future
Pangenre works well with science-fiction scenarios, which are usually tech-
nologically advanced extensions of modern life. Hard sci-fi usually includes 
advanced technology in the near future and is easily done with the Core 
Rules. If you want science fantasy or space opera you can throw in some 
psychic powers from the Pangenre Magic rules. Pangenre also has rules for 
virtual reality and directly interfacing with computers.
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We are currently planning on releasing at least two 
story-driven, science fiction oriented campaign supple-
ments, one in the tradition of the novels of Larry Niven 
and Jerry Pournelle, and the other in anime-style.

The Past
You should be able to play any historically based scenario 
using Pangenre. The possibilities are many and varied.

We are planning on publishing a detailed campaign sup-
plement for the age of piracy. But don’t wait for us. If you 
want to buckle your swash in the royal courts of 17th-
century France, by all means, en garde! Wild-west more 
to your liking? Draw! Throw in a little science-fiction or 
fantasy and make it the wild, wild, west. Take a bronze 
age Greek game, add in some magic, and voila! You’ve 
got something from the Odyssey.

Modern
Modern games can be considered to be anything where 
you have electricity and running water. From the 1920s 
to the present day or near-future, there are tons of ideas 
to draw upon.

Are your characters cold-war spies out of Graham 
Greene or John le Carre novels? Federal agents who in-
vestigate strange cases no one else in their right mind 
would touch? Criminals out to make a buck in the un-
derworld? Gun-packing, whip-wielding, treasure-hunt-
ing archaeologists who hate snakes? Secret police who 
are fighting off clandestine alien invaders? Mercenaries 
willing to overthrow governments for a quick buck?

When you think “modern,” don’t forget all of the great 
literature and media from which you can draw ideas.

Time Travel
Do your players want to travel in time and relative di-
mensions in space? Would you like to adventure in An-
cient Rome this week and the Wild West next week? Is 
it your duty to defend history and the present against 
the ravages of a time war? Are you a fan of a vastly pop-
ular BBC television show and want to have your own 
adventures in the same setting?

Time travel games are simple in Pangenre because you 
can easily mix and match genres. The same rules work 
no matter the era.

Really Weird
Want to play a bunch of cartoon characters? Make all 
wounds non-lethal and have them go away in 1d10 
rounds when your character’s head regains its former 
shape! Wabbit season!

Want to play a bunch of intelligent shades of the color 
blue as characters? Well... Okay, even Pangenre has lim-
its, but not many.

Converting Other Games to Pangenre

Pangenre can be used to play other campaigns that are 
based on different game systems, but you will need to 
convert the rules yourself. (Intellectual property must 
be respected or we all go out of business!)

Converting d20 SystemTM/Open Game Content
If you want to convert from a d20 SystemTM or Open 
Game based campaign to Pangenre, see the chapter on 
doing so near the end of the book. This chapter will also 
be released as a free download at our Web site.

The conversion chapter includes information on such 
tasks as adapting Pangenre ability scores as well as 
changing character levels and classes to skill ranks.

The Pangenre Open Game MagicTM supplement will in-
clude the rules for adapting fantasy spell casting charac-
ters using the Open Game magic system.

Getting Help

You may have questions about how the game works. It’s 
fine to ask! We may need to update the rules, and if you 
see something we missed, we will want to fix it! You can 
post a question on our FaceBook page (Just search for 
Pangenre RPG). You can also email us at pgruleques-
tion@pangenre.com.

Disclaimer: The content of all emails and posts be-
come the property of Pangenre, LLC. By submitting 
them to us, you agree to these terms.

We also plan on using our web site to post errata and 
free, downloadable bonus materials such as character 
sheets and other play aids.

Errata
Should errata be discovered after the release of the 
rules, we will maintain a file listing all known errata, 
along with corrections, on our company Web site at 
www.pangenre.com.

Updates
If a sufficient amount of errata accumulates, we will 
compose and issue an updated version of the rulebook 
for download through the source where you purchased 
your original copy. The version of the copy you have will 
be noted on the credits page (Basics, Page 1-1, above). 
The initial release will be Version 1.00. The most cur-
rent release number will be posted on our Web site.
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